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Figure 1: Photography of a scene with global illumination: Multiple diffuse and specular bounces, caustics and scattering.
Abstract
The interaction of light and matter in the world surrounding us is of striking complexity and beauty. Since the very
beginning of computer graphics, adequate modeling of these processes and efﬁcient computation is an intensively
studied research topic and still not a solved problem. The inherent complexity stems from the underlying physical
processes as well as the global nature of the interactions that let light travel within a scene. This article reviews the
state of the art in interactive global illumination computation, that is, methods that generate an image of a virtual
scene in less than one second with an as exact as possible, or plausible, solution to the light transport. Additionally,
the theoretical background and attempts to classify the broad ﬁeld of methods are described. The strengths and
weaknesses of different approaches, when applied to the different visual phenomena, arising from light interaction
are compared and discussed. Finally, the article concludes by highlighting design patterns for interactive global
illumination and a list of open problems.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and texture / Radiosity / Raytracing

1. Introduction
Light in the real world interacts with surrounding media and
surfaces creating stunning visual phenomena such as color
bleeding, reﬂections, crepuscular rays, and caustics. Needless to say that the reproduction of the real world has been
the ultimate goal of computer graphics ever since. Although
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the underlying principles of light-matter interaction are well
understood, the efﬁcient computation is still a challenging
problem. Many processes are so computationally expensive
that they require the development of simpliﬁed models, tailored algorithms and data structures. In this article we will
give a survey and classiﬁcation focusing on interactive methods for computing light transport in virtual scenes (global
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illumination). These methods resort to work in related ﬁelds
of computer graphics: ﬁrst, measuring or modeling of reﬂectance of surfaces or scattering of participating media itself is an active area of research beyond the scope of this
report. Second, global illumination often builds on methods
that compute visibility between a point and a surface, or two
surfaces, e. g., when computing shadows. Again, we refer to
an excellent survey [HLHS03] and a recent book [ESAW11].
Worth mentioning in this context are also a survey on ambient occlusion [MFS08] (which can be considered as an
approximation to global illumination), a survey of specular
effects oin the GPU [SKUP∗ 09] and courses both on “Global
Illumination Across Industries” [KFC∗ 10] and scattering in
participating media [GWWD09]. A book about global illumination in general is “Advanced Global Illumination” by
Dutré and colleagues [DBBS06] as well as PBRT by Pharr
and Humphreys [PH04].
Although we focus on the state of the art in interactive global
illumination this article will reveal a huge body of work in this
ﬁeld that we faithfully attempted to collect, review, classify,
and compare. In this selection we concentrate on methods
that produce plausible global illumination (GI) solutions in
less than one second (on contemporary hardware). Although
other deﬁnitions of “interactive speed” exist, we consider this
threshold adequate for computing solutions to this inherent
complex problem. Interactive GI is usually based on certain
simpliﬁcations and making tradeoffs in the continuum between computationally expensive high-quality approaches
and simple models.
The rendering equation introduced by Kajiya [Kaj86] and
the operator notation by Arvo et al. [ATS94] are two important concepts that allowed to compare and evaluate GI approaches in a formalized way. The insight that light transport
can be described as an integral equation, however, is signiﬁcantly older, e. g., see Yamauti [Yam26] and Buckley [Buc27],
and interreﬂections have been studied and computed by Higbie [Hig34] and Moon [Moo40] to name at least a few of the
pioneers in this ﬁeld.
Traditionally, one important application of GI is architectural
visualization. In recent years, the ever growing (and converging) markets of interactive media, such as computer games
and feature ﬁlms, have started to shift from ad-hoc modelling
of visual effects to more physically-plausible lighting computation. GI also has applications in computer vision [Lan11];
while Forsyth and Zisserman [FZ91] consider GI an artifact
that complicates pattern recognition, Nayar et al. [NIK90]
exploit the information stemming from interreﬂections to
support shape acquisition. Color constancy, i. e., discounting
for the color of the illuminant to recover reﬂectance, can
also beneﬁt from GI computation [FDH91]. Removing illumination has applications, among others, when scanning
books [WUM97] or compensating indirect illumination in
virtual reality projector systems [BGZ∗ 06]. Augmented Reality applications proﬁt from interactive global illumination,

because all virtual modiﬁcations seamlessly integrate into
the real world [Deb98]. If the current lighting conditions
are captured, this information can be used to illuminate the
virtual changes, e. g., virtual objects appear with consistent illumination and mutual shadows [GCHH03] between real and
virtual objects can be displayed using differential rendering.
Typical applications are virtual furniture, virtual prototypes
and feature ﬁlms.
We will start by introducing the most important theoretical
concepts, such as the rendering equation, reﬂectance, visibility, etc., as a basis for the subsequent discussion of different
approaches, models, and simpliﬁcations (Sec. 2). The approaches include among others ray tracing, ﬁnite element
methods, bi-directional methods such as photon mapping
and instant radiosity (Sec. 3). Afterwards we will discuss the
strengths and weaknesses of the different approaches when
being applied to certain phenomena, e. g., diffuse or glossy
interreﬂections, caustics, volumetric scattering (Sec. 4). The
article highlights some design patterns and concepts that have
proven to be useful when computing GI, e. g., precomputation, using surfels to decoupled from the input geometry,
multi-resolution and screen-space techniques (Sec. 5). The
design patterns in Sec. 5 are the building blocks of the approaches in Sec. 3 and at the same time the approaches in
Sec. 3 consist of components which are strategies in Sec. 5,
e. g., “Splatting” can be used for GPU “Photon mapper” and
“Instant radiosity” at the same time. Therefore, Sec. 5 and
Sec. 3 constitute two views on the same state of the art which
are not fully orthogonal. Finally, we conclude and show a list
of open problems (Sec. 6).
2. Theory
In this section we will introduce the basic theory of GI. Light
transport between surfaces with no surrounding media (i. e.,
in vacuum) is described by the rendering equation (Sec. 2.1),
which “links” light sources, surface reﬂectance (BRDFs), and
visibility. The transport of light in the presence of participating media is more involved and described by the volumetric
rendering equation (Sec. 2.2).
2.1. Rendering equation
The rendering equation (RE) [Kaj86] (Fig. 2) states that the
outgoing radiance Lo at a surface location x in direction ω is
the sum of emitted radiance Le and reﬂected radiance Lr :
Lo (x, ω) = Le (x, ω) + Lr (x, ω).

(1)

The reﬂected radiance is computed as:
Lr (x, ω) =



Ω+

Li (x, ωi ) fr (x, ωi → ω) N(x), ωi + dωi ,
(2)

+

where Ω is the upper hemisphere oriented around the surface normal N(x) at x, fr the bi-directional reﬂectance function (BRDF) and + a dot product that is clamped to zero.
c 2011 The Author(s)
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To determine the incident radiance, Li , the ray casting operLo (x, ω)


x
Le (x, ω)

f r ( x)

Li (x, ωi )

Figure 2: The rendering equation
ator is used to determine from which other surface location
this radiance is emitted and reﬂected. It can be seen that the
rendering equation is a Fredholm integral equation of the
second kind. The goal of global illumination algorithms is
to compute Lo (x, ω) for a given scene, materials and lighting
Le .
Alternatively, the reﬂection integral can also be formulated
over the scenes’ surfaces S instead of directions. This implicates two modiﬁcations: ﬁrst, a geometry term is introduced
which accounts for the solid angle of a differential surface;
second, the visibility function (sometimes considered part of
the geometry term) determines the mutual visibility of two
surface points:
Lr (x, ω) :=



S

Li (s, ωi ) fr (x, ωi → ω) N(x), ωi + G(x, s)ds,
(3)

where S is the surface of the entire scene, ω := s − x the
difference vector from x to s, ωi := ω /||ω || the normalized
difference vector and
G(x, s) :=

N(s), (−ωi )+ V (x, s)
,
||s − x||2

a distance term where V (x, s) is the visibility function that is
zero if a ray between x and s is blocked and one otherwise.
Due to the repetitive application of the reﬂection integral,
indirect lighting is distributed spatially and angularly and ultimately gets smoother with an increasing number of bounces.
Light In addition to geometry and material deﬁnition, the
initial lighting in a scene Le , obviously is an essential input to
the lighting simulation. In computer graphics several models
of light sources, such as point, spot, directional, and area
lights, exist.
Point lights are the simplest type of light sources, where the
emission is speciﬁed as the position of the light source and
the directional distribution of spectral intensity. The incident
radiance due to a point light at a surface is then computed
from these parameters.
Real-world light sources have a ﬁnite area that emits light,
where the spatial, directional and spectral distribution can,
in principle, be arbitrary. In computer graphics, often a directional Lambertian emission is assumed, while a spatially
varying emission is often referred to as “textured area-light”.
c 2011 The Author(s)
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Other commonly used models in computer graphics are: (1)
spot lights, which can be considered as point lights with a
directionally focused emission; (2) directional lights, assuming parallel light rays; and (3) environment maps which store
incident radiance for every direction, however, assuming that
Li (x, ωi ) is independent of x, i. e., Li (x, ωi ) = Lenv (ωi ).
Reﬂectance The Bi-directional Reﬂectance Distribution
Function (BRDF) is a 4D function that deﬁnes how light
is reﬂected at a surface. The function returns the ratio of reﬂected radiance exiting along ωo to the irradiance incident
on the surface from direction ωi . Physically plausible BRDFs
have to be both symmetric
fr (ωi → ωo ) = fr (ωo → ωi ) and

energy conserving Ω+ fr (ωi → ωo ) N, ωi + dωi < 1. A special case is the Lambertian BRDF which is independent of
the outgoing direction, and the perfect mirror BRDF which
is a Dirac delta function in the direction of ωi mirrored at
the surface normal at x. BRDFs inbetween these two extrema
are often vaguely classiﬁed as directional-diffuse, glossy, and
specular. BRDFs can be spatially invariant, or vary across
the surface. In the latter case, BRDFs are called spatially
varying BRDFs or Bi-directional Texture Functions (BTFs).
Many analytical BRDFs models, ranging from purely phenomenological to physically-based models, exist, which can
be either used as is, of ﬁtted to measured BRDF or BTF data.
If the material is not purely opaque, i. e., if light can enter or
leave an object, then Bi-directional Scattering Distribution
Functions (BSDFs) are used which extend the domain from
the hemisphere to the entire sphere.
Visibility Both versions of the rendering equation imply
some form of visibility computation: Eq. 1 uses the ray casting operator to determine the closest surface (for a given
direction) and Eq. 3 explicitly uses a binary visibility function to test mutual visibility. Non-visible surfaces are usually
referred to as being occluded.
If the visibility is computed between a point and a surface,
then the surface is said to be in shadow or be unshadowed.
The visibility between a surface point and an area light source
is non-binary resulting in soft shadows. A full survey of existing (soft) shadow methods is beyond the scope of this report
and we refer to the survey of Hasenfratz et al. [HLHS03]
and a recent book [ESAW11]. Note that many methods dedicated to real-time rendering of soft-shadows often make
simplifying assumptions like planar rectangular light sources,
isotropic emittance, Lambertian receivers, and so forth, that
allow for drastic speed-up compared to accurate computation
(as in most GI methods), but also a loss of realism. Indirect
light bouncing off a surface is comparable to lighting from
an area light source.
2.2. Volume rendering equation
Light transport in the presence of participating media is described by the volume rendering equation (Fig. 3). It com-
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Lr (z, ωi )

y

f p (z )

z

Le (z, ω)



Lo (x, ω)

x

3. Approaches

Figure 3: The volume rendering equation

bines attenuated surface radiance Latt from a surface at y and
scattered radiance Latt collected in the medium between x
and y as
Lo (x, ω) = Latt (x, ω) + Lscatt (x, ω).

(4)

Scattering The scattered radiance at a point x incident from
direction ω is:
Lscatt (x, ω) =

 x−z
0

Tr (x, z)Li (z, −ω)ds,

(5)

with z = x + sω. The transmittance Tr (x, z) accounts for both
absorption and outscattering and deﬁnes the fraction of light
that is not attenuated when light travels along the path from
z to x. The transmittance coefﬁcient σt (x) = σa (x) + σs (x)
combines the absorption σa (x) and scattering σs (x) coefﬁcients:
  x−z



Tr (x, z) = exp −
σt (x + s ω)ds .
(6)
0

The radiance at a point z in direction ω consists of the volume
emission Le and the inscattered radiance (second summand):
Li (z, ω) = Le (z, ω) + σs (z)



Ω

fp (z, ω, ωi )L(z, ωi )dωi . (7)

The phase function fp is the probability that light incident
from direction ωi is scattered into direction ω. In the sim1
plest case of isotropic scattering fp (z, ω, ωi ) = 4π
. It is a
generalization of the BRDF in surface rendering.
Attenuation The radiance Lr leaving a surface point y
in direction −ω undergoes attenuation (absorption) in the
medium:
Latt (x, ω) = Tr (x, y)Lr (y, −ω).

as |, such as in L{D|S}+ E and an optional step as () such as
the ﬁnal optional specular in LD+ (S)E.

(8)

Even for ofﬂine rendering systems, the scattering equation is
very costly to evaluate when multiple scattering is considered,
i. e., if L in Eq. 7 accounts for previously scattered light as
well.
2.3. Light path space notation
The light path notation of Heckbert [Hec90] will be used in
this report. A light path starts at the light L, followed by a
number of bounces that are either diffuse (D), specular (S) or
volumetric (V) and end in the eye (E). One or more bounces
are denoted as + , two ore more bounces as ++ , alternatives

This section reviews the classic approaches to compute interactive GI: Finite elements (Sec. 3.1), Monte Carlo ray
tracing (Sec. 3.2), Photon mapping (Sec. 3.3), Instant radiosity (Sec. 3.4), Many-light-based GI (Sec. 3.5), Point-based GI
(Sec. 3.6), Discrete ordinate methods (Sec. 3.7) and Precomputed radiance transfer (Sec. 3.8). Finally, caching strategies
which are orthogonal to the aforementioned approaches are
reviewed in Sec. 3.9. A qualitative comparison of the different approaches in terms of speed, quality, and so forth, can
be found in Sec. 6.1. Other approaches, e. g., working with
Eigenfunctions of the transport equation [KvD83] which are
not used in interactive applications are not considered here.
3.1. Finite elements
Finite element (FE), or radiosity, is one classic approach to
compute solutions to light transport problems. It was introduced to computer graphics by Goral et al. [GTGB84], which
was the beginning of a very active period of research in that
ﬁeld. The underlying idea is to discretize the scene’s surfaces
into ﬁnite surface elements, often called patches, and then
compute the light transport between them (Fig. 4). This has
several implications: for every patch one needs to store the
radiosity value for diffuse surfaces, or the directional distribution of incoming and outgoing light in the non-diffuse
case. The light transport amounts to solving a linear system of equations once the form factors, which denote the
amount of light transport between two patches, are known.
The tempting property of radiosity is that once the solution
is computed, it can be directly used for interactive walkthroughs. As these systems are solved numerically, e. g., using Southwell relaxation or progressive radiosity [CCWG88],
the form factor computation is typically the most time consuming part [HSD94]. The ﬁrst years of research concentrated on radiosity in diffuse scenes, reducing the form factors by hierarchical radiosity [HSA91], accounting for glossy
materials [ICG86] and improving quality by ﬁnal gathering [LTG93] and wavelet radiosity [GSCH93]. Hierarchical
radiosity with clustering [SAG94, GWH01] overcomes the
initial cost of O(n2 ) of linking n patches by grouping patches
into clusters. One key limitation of FE is the issue of meshing
the surface in such a way that light transport can be simulated
accurately and efﬁciently [LTG93].
Early GPU diffuse radiosity computed a full-matrix solution without visibility [CHL04]. Dong et al. [DKTS07] precompute links, for a pre-deﬁned geometry, similar to Immel et al. [ICG86], which can then be deformed at runtime,
as long as the link structure remains valid. Links were used
by Dachsbacher et al. [DSDD07, MD11] to exchange antiradiance to avoid visibility computation. Both methods inc 2011 The Author(s)
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every sample and the average of all results converges to the
true solution (Fig. 5). To evaluate a sample, the incoming
light from one direction has to be computed. This is usually
done using ray tracing: a ray is sent in the direction and the
light emitted from the ﬁrst hit point is computed, potentially,
again by computing a solution of the RE at this location.
Figure 4: Finite elements discretize the scene surface into
patches (orange) that exchange energy via links (arrows). For
directional exchange, a binning structure (blue fan) links a
receiver with certain senders (blue arrows). The computational challenge lies in establishing the links and computing
the exchange itself.

clude non-diffuse radiosity by regular discretization of directions into bins. Recently, updating the link structure at
runtime was considered [MESD09]. While these techniques
(except Coombe et al. [CHL04]) support dynamic geometry, they are only well-suited to low-complexity scenes with
moderate deformations.
Transport of light in screen space is also based on FE
[RGS09] and hierarchical FE [NSW09, SHR10]. Here, the
ﬁnite surface elements below each pixel (deferred shading [ST90]) replace the classic decomposition of a surface
into FEs (meshing). Using GPUs to ﬁll a deferred shading
buffer by rasterization is extremely efﬁcient, whereas classic
meshing is complex and error-prone. Furthermore, a deferred
shading buffer is output-sensitive and adapts the details to
the relevant parts of the scene. The drawback is that such
methods have to work with incomplete information, which
leads to missing light or missing shadows from elements
not present in the frame-buffer, due to clipping or occlusion.
The use of other proxy geometry such as spheres [SGNS07]
or voxels [RBA09, SHR10, THGM11] removes these problems, building a good compromise between speed and quality.
Other elements, such as pixels in (multi-resolution) height
ﬁelds [NS09] also allow for fast GI and avoid screen space
problems, but are restricted in the geometry they can handle.
3.2. Monte-Carlo ray tracing
The rendering equation can be solved using Monte Carlo
techniques [Kaj86]. To do so, a high number of directional

Instead of blindly shooting rays, many techniques exist to
accelerate this process. A commonly employed method is importance sampling: Instead of sending rays everywhere, rays
are sent where the rendering function’s integrand (Eq. 1) (e. g.,
the illumination) has high values. This is easy for direct light,
but more complex for indirect light, since it is unknown where
the largest contribution originates from. Also, combining the
individual factors of the rendering equation’s integrand, such
as BRDF fr and incoming light Li into one importance sampling approach is already difﬁcult for direct light and even
more for GI. One solution to this issue is bi-directional path
tracing [LW93] (BDPT), the other is Metropolis Light Transport [Vea97] (MLT).
For interactive applications, fast CPU ray tracing [WKB∗ 02]
can be used. Based on upsampling of indirect light, interactive performance was demonstrated on a cluster of PCs for
static scenes. Havran et al. [HDMS03] exploit temporal coherence by adapting their ray shooting and spatial acceleration
structures to space time queries. Motion compensation and
bi-directional path tracing are used to produce the individual
frames. Multilevel ray tracing [RSH05] sends multiple rays at
once, which could accelerate ray tracing-based ﬁnal gathering.
No GPU implementation of this algorithm or its application
to GI have yet been demonstrated to our knowledge.
Using a GPU for ray tracing was demonstrated ﬁrst by Purcell et al. [PBMH02] in 2002. While modern GPU ray tracers [ZHWG08,AL09,PBD∗ 10] are able to cast around 100 M
incoherent rays per second, the difﬁculty of mapping GI
based on ray tracing to GPUs is the incoherency in bounced
rays [BEL∗ 07, AK10]. Boulos et al. [BEL∗ 07] considered
re-arranging incoherent rays to achieve interactive results.
Wang et al. [WWZ∗ 09] propose a full-GPU approach based
on ray tracing, photon mapping and parallel clustering. Novak et al. [NHD10] address the special requirements due to
tracing many bounces of incoherent rays. The special requirements for interactive ray tracing used in MLT and BDPT were
recently considered by Pajot et al. [PBPP11] and van Antwerpen [vA11].
3.3. Photon Mapping

Figure 5: Monte Carlo ray tracing at a sample (orange point)
sends rays in random directions (blue arrows) and bounces
them, before ﬁnally linking them (yellow arrow) with the light.
samples is produced, the rendering function is evaluated for
c 2011 The Author(s)
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The next classic approach for interactive GI is Photon mapping [Jen96] (PM). This method works in two passes (Fig. 6).
First, a large number of photons is emitted from the light
source and bounced inside the scene based on ray tracing. At
every hit point, a photon can be stored in a photon map and
bounced further on. Second, the incoming light at every pixel
is computed as a density estimate, i. e., locations at which the
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can be determined quickly by generating similar Quasi random numbers. Günther et al. [GWS04] used this method for
detecting caustic objects; a SIMD version was developed by
Bärz et al. [BAM08].
Figure 6: Photon Mapping emits particles from the direct
light (yellow arrows), that are bounced and ﬁnally stored
(yellow circles). To compute the indirect lighting at a location (orange circle), ﬁnal gathering (blue arrows) or density
estimation (blue circle) is used.

photon concentration is higher are brighter. Optionally, ﬁnal
gathering replaces the last step, and instead of performing a
density estimate, for every pixel the incoming light is gathered from all visible surfaces. Because light is simulated both
from the light source and from the eye, PM is well suited for
all kinds of light transport, but excels in rendering caustics
resulting from light paths like LS+ DE.
PM can be adapted to achieve interactive results under
some conditions. Early work on interactive PM by Purcell et al. [PDC∗ 03] and Ma and McCool [MM02] allowed
to compute GI at interactive rates. Both used spatial hashing
to replace the nearest-neighbor queries required in density
estimation, which ﬁts better to ﬁne-grained parallel GPUs.
Linear-time intersection with all scene primitives is used to
resolve visibility.
Using efﬁcient GPU ray shooting and k-d tree building,
Zhou et al. [ZHWG08] demonstrate efﬁcient PM. A k-d tree
is used both for tracing rays, as well as for density estimation.
One attractive property of their approach is its similarity to
the original PM idea, but using modern graphics hardware.
Instead of ﬁnding the nearest photons (gathering) it has shown
beneﬁcial to scatter (cf. Sec. 5.5) the photon distribution to
the pixels they contribute to (e. g., [ML09]). This is done by
drawing bounding volumes around every photon, that cover
all pixel for which the density estimation’s reconstruction
kernel (e. g., Epanechnikov’s kernel) has a signiﬁcant value.
For volumetric photon mapping, thick lines can be splatted
[KBW06].
While classic photon mapping was proposed to emit photons
using ray tracing, modern GPUs can achieve best results
when replacing this step by rasterization [YWC∗ 10]. The
difﬁculty here, is to replace the inﬁnitely-many secondary
bounce sources by a ﬁnite set of camera positions. Again,
their approach uses photon splatting.
Dmitriev et al. [DBMS02] invented selective photon tracing
to enable dynamic scenes. Instead of pure random numbers,
Quasi Monte Carlo sequences are used here to compute a
photon’s path. In a ﬁrst step, so-called pilot photons are distributed in varying directions. Whenever a pilot photon hits
a dynamic object, similar photon paths (corrective photons)

To improve the quality of the caustics, Schjöth et al. [SFES07]
presented photon differentials for splatting elliptical photons,
which was used in a parallel CUDA implementation by Fabianowski and Dingliana [FD09], running at interactive frame
rates.
A ﬁrst approach to implement the time-consuming ﬁnal
gather step on the GPU was presented by Larsen and Christensen [LC04], but it is limited to small scenes. Point-based
GI [Chr08] (PBGI) and Micro-rendering [REG∗ 09] (Sec. 3.6)
can also be used to perform more efﬁcient ﬁnal gathering.
To this end, ﬁrst photons are distributed in the scene, second a density estimate is performed at every PBGI-point to
compute its lighting and third ﬁnal gathering is used for ﬁnal
pixels using PBGI.
Image-space photon mapping [ML09] accelerates two key
components of photon mapping: ﬁrst, the initial bounce,
and second, ﬁnal gathering. For the ﬁrst problem, reﬂective
shadow maps are used [DS05] to emit photons from a single
point light. All in-between photon bounces are computed on
the CPU. Finally, for density estimation, a bounding volume
is generated in a geometry shader to traverse all pixels that
are inﬂuenced by the kernel density function, of that photon.
The photon tracing step requires ray tracing and its acceleration structure, limiting the application to dynamic scenes and
leading to a two-fold implementation effort.
Recently, a ﬁrst GPU implementation of progressive photon mapping [HJ10] that overcomes certain scalability issues
of the original technique and improves the reproduction of
complex specular transport LS+ DS+ E, e. g., caustics seen
through a refractive surface was introduced. They avoid constructing irregular spatial data structures, which do not ﬁt well
to the balanced workload required for GPUs, for neighbor
photon queries based on randomization. While their results
are not yet interactive and the costly ray tracing-based photon
shooting is not accelerated, its randomization approach to
avoid irregular spatial data structures is appealing.
3.4. Instant Radiosity
Instant Radiosity [Kel97] (IR), similar to PM, is a two-pass
technique (Fig. 7). In a ﬁrst pass, photons are emitted and
bounced inside the scene, similar to PM. The second pass
however, is not based on density estimation, but on gathering
instead. To this end, every photon is understood as a virtual
point light (VPL) that emits light into the scene. To compute
indirect light at a pixel, it simply has to be lit by every VPL.
As the number of VPLs is small enough to compute a shadow
map or shadow volume for each, this step can be substantially
accelerated. In practice, the number of VPLs is at least one
order of magnitude less than the usual number of photons.
c 2011 The Author(s)
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Figure 7: Instant radiosity is similar to photon mapping, but
instead of density estimation or ﬁnal gathering, every stored
photon becomes a virtual point light (yellow dot) that sends
its light (blue arrow) to all receiver samples (orange point).
It ﬁts GPUs well, as both the photon emission (yellow dotted
box) and the visibility between VPLs and sample points (blue
dotted box) can use shadow mapping.

Two notable extensions to IR are bi-directional Instant Radiosity [SIMP06a], and Metropolis IR [SIP07]. Here, the
VPLs accuracy is improved in areas that contribute a lot to
the ﬁnal image and decreased in areas that contribute less.
Effectively this leads to improved accuracy in less time.
Instead of using ray tracing, one-bounce photons can be distributed from a primary light source efﬁciently using reﬂective
shadow maps [DS05, DS06] (RSMs). RSMs are produced
using efﬁcient GPU rasterization and store at every pixel
the position, normal and color of the surface element visible
in the direction of that pixel. A random subset of pixels of
an RSM can now serve as VPLs. The ideas of RSMs and
bi-directional importance were recently combined into bidirectional RSMs [REH∗ 11].
However, RSMs do not provide a solution for secondary visibility: They allow to compute surface elements that send
the ﬁrst bounce, but for every VPL (hundreds) another
shadow map is required for secondary visibility. To this end,
Laine et al. [LLK07] propose Incremental IR. In their solution, VPLs are produced using RSMs but only a ﬁxed subset
of VPLs is replaced. A caching scheme is used to decide
what VPL’s shadow map has to be replaced. This approach
allows for moving lights, but moving geometry leads to indirect shadows that lag behind the actual geometry. Depending
on the frame rate and quality desired this can or cannot be
acceptable.
∗

Imperfect shadow maps [RGK 08] (ISM) exploit the fact,
that a low-resolution shadow map for every VPL is sufﬁcient.
This is due to the low-pass nature of indirect light. While a
low resolution like 32 × 32 is often sufﬁcient, a high number
of shadow maps (many hundred) is required. To save both
transform time and ﬁll rate that would visit the entire geometry for every triangle and ﬁlling at least one shadow map
pixel, ISMs use a randomized point-based approximation
of the scenes surface to be drawn into every shadow map.
Every shadow map uses a different approximate point sampling to avoid the error to accumulate. The approximate point
sampling is pre-computed, but deformed with the scene. In
follow-up work this restriction was lifted [REH∗ 11].
c 2011 The Author(s)
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Instead of ﬁlling shadow maps with points to save ﬁll-rate
and transform time, such as ISM does, LoDs can be used to
efﬁciently ﬁll shadow maps for VPLs [HREB11]. Here, the
difﬁculty lies in adapting existing LoD approaches that aim
for a single primary view, to the requirements of extracting a
high number of LoDs for a high number of VPLs. This is done
by splitting the work into a ﬁne-grained parallel cut-ﬁnding
algorithm, combined with incremental LoDs.
One difﬁculty of IR is bias and clamping. The contribution
of one VPL to a pixel involves a division by their squared
distance. For VPLs and receiver pixels in proximity, this term
becomes unbound. This is, because exchange between ﬁnite
areas is replaced by inﬁnitely small points with intensity instead of per-area quantities. The common solution is to just
bound this term by clamping it to a small number. More advanced, screen space computations can be used to compensate
for this bias [NED11].
Another extension of IR is the generalization of VPLs into
either virtual area lights [DGR∗ 09] or virtual spherical lights
(VSLs) [HKWB09]. Dong et al. analyze a high number of
VPLs and cluster them into virtual area lights (VALs). Visibility from one VAL can now be efﬁciently evaluated using
soft shadow methods [ADM∗ 08]. Radiance is still evaluated
using random VPLs inside the cluster of one VAL. Virtual
spherical lights do not aim to simplify and accelerate shadow
computation, but avoid several of the bias and singularity
problems found for virtual points lights. By deriving geometric terms for spheres instead of points, more robust lighting
with less singularity artifacts can be computed.
VPLs on diffuse surfaces are Lambertian emitters. Some
approaches experiment also with non-Lambertian materials
leading to non-Lambertian VPLs [DS06,RGK∗ 08,HKWB09].
Ritschel et al. [RGK∗ 08] exploit the knowledge of the direct
light’s position to ﬁt Phong lobes to allow Phong VPLs. For
more general light paths, more advanced solutions will be
required to produce such VPLs. Rendering light from such
VPLs beneﬁts from using VSLs [HKWB09].
3.5. Many lights-approaches
Many-light approaches are a variant of IR that abstracts from
the way VPLs are produced. Instead, they are just called

Figure 8: Many-light approaches gather lighting for each
sample (orange) from a large number of lights (violet) using
a hierarchical spatial data structure (violet circles).
“lights” which are assumed to be given. Besides indirect light,
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also complex direct light such as local area lights or natural illumination from captured environment maps can be
supported in one elegant framework. To compute GI from
this representation, their contribution has to be gathered in
sub-linear time with respect to the (high) number of lights
(Fig. 8).
Classic IR solved the many-light problem by a simple lineartime for-loop over all lights. More advanced, Light cuts
[WFA∗ 05] builds a tree structure on the lights and instead of
gathering from every individual light (a leaf node), illumination can also be gathered from a group of lights (an internal
node) in O(log(n)). The set of nodes that contribute to a pixel
forms a cut in the light tree. Every node in the tree stores
spatial and normal bounds for all nodes below it. The cut
is found by comparing a node’s bounds to a user-speciﬁed
threshold: all nodes which are below the threshold, but their
parent ist not, form the cut. However, visibility based on ray
tracing has to be evaluated for every element in the cut and
remains the computational bottleneck.
Finding a cut for every receiver can be costly and doesn’t
map well to GPUs. Instead, Hasan et al. [HPB07] propose
to ﬁnd a subset of rows and columns in a matrix of senderreceiver relations that can be computed by GPU rasterization
to solve light transport involving many lights. This avoids
the costly ray tracing. Despite the theoretical analysis made
in their paper and convincing results for many scenes, it is
not obvious that rasterizing a low number of row or column
maps is sufﬁcient for all scenes. As an extension, (tensor)
clustering over multiple frames can be applied to known animations [HVAPB08]. Cuts form an interesting computational
primitive, that can be pre-computed and re-used [AUW07],
drawing a connection between many-light or cut-based and
PRT approaches.
3.6. Point-based GI
Point-based GI [Chr08] (or independently “Micro-rendering”
[REG∗ 09]) is a relatively new approach to GI. It shares some
ideas with many-light approaches and FE, but has also fundamental differences, e. g., the way visibility is treated.
It works in three passes (Fig. 9). In a ﬁrst pass, the scene
surface is approximated using lit surfels (the “points”) on
which a hierarchy is computed. Different from many-light
approaches, the points also cover unlit surfaces. Every interior
node in this hierarchy stores bounds for the light and the
geometry it contains, similar to Light cuts. The hierarchy
can be established in a pre-process if the scene undergoes
only moderate deformations (coherency). Next, the points
(which are the leaves of the hierarchy) are updated, i. e., they
are shaded and the inner nodes of the hierarchy are updated.
Third, for every pixel, the points are rasterized into a small
framebuffer for every pixel. This resolves indirect visibility.
Instead of rasterizing all points sequentially, a sub-linear QSplat rasterizer using LoD is used [RL00]. The rasterizer

Figure 9: PBGI is similar to many-light approaches, but
uses a hierarchical spatial data structure (blue circles) on
all geometry, not just on lights. Doing so, the entire surface
is sampled into lit points (yellow/grey for lit/unlit points),
which serve as lights and occluders at the same time when
being gathered (blue arrow) into a micro-framebuffer (blue
box), including resolution of occlusions (blue/grey splats for
lit/unlit directions).

effectively enumerates a pixel-sized node cut, i. e., the set of
nodes for which for every node, its parent is bigger than a
pixel and all of its children are smaller than one pixel.
Multiple bounces and ﬁnal gathering for photon mapping can
also beneﬁt from this approach. Different from many-light
approaches, PBGI is a full approach and not only a solution
for ﬁnal gathering.
Micro-rendering [REG∗ 09] uses a GPU to perform all rasterizations for all pixels in parallel. Furthermore, warping is used
to improve precision for specular surfaces: Instead of drawing
into an evenly discretized frame-buffer and multiplying with
the BRDF, the points are drawn into a non-evenly discretized
frame-buffer stretched according to the BRDF and the multiplication is omitted. While the algorithm is parallelized well,
ﬁnding the cuts recursively in each thread is costly. This high
per-thread complexity leads to code and data divergence. Instead, modern GPUs prefer more ﬁne grained operations that
trigger more parallel threads with less divergence [HREB11].
Maletz and Wang [MW11] replace the recursive rasterization
of pixel-sized nodes by a two-fold stochastic approximation.
Instead of ﬁnding the exact cut, they group pixels into a
much lower number of clusters. First, for every cluster, the
importance, i. e., how many pixel-sized nodes it contains, is
approximated using a few random samples. The importance
of all clusters is interpreted as a probability density function
(PDF). Second, a random cluster is selected with a probability
proportional to the PDF and ﬁnally a random leaf node inside
this cluster. Their approach ﬁts well to modern hardware, as it
does constant work and parallelizes well, however, the multiple approximations made, might not hold in some cases, i. e.,
corners, where a low number of points dominates, resulting
in under-sampling of the true PDF.

3.7. Discrete ordinate methods
The evolution of light transport with participating media, including phenomena such as light absorption, scattering, and
c 2011 The Author(s)
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emission effects, is formalized as the Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE). Discrete ordinate methods (DOMs) [Cha50] discretize the RTE in space and orientation (Fig. 10). Essentially,

Figure 10: Discrete Ordinate Methods discretize the scene
spatially and directionally by computing light transport based
on exchanging energy between neighboring grid cells.
the light transport is modeled as energy exchange between
neighboring volume elements, which is a beneﬁcial property, considering that only local operations are necessary
to compute light transport. However, this simplicity comes
at a cost and DOMs suffer from two artifacts: ﬁrst, the energy propagation between neighboring cells requires repeated
interpolation, which does not allow light beams to maintain sharp proﬁles. Second, the angular discretization allows
light to only travel at a ﬁnite number of directions (hence
the name of the method), causing the so-called ray effect
that is particularly noticeable in media where no or little
scattering takes place. Nevertheless, DOMs are widely used
by radiative transfer engineers [Coe04, LBC94] and in atmospheric radiative transfer [Eva98] (where these effects
are not as severe as for light transport in vacuum for example). Evans [Eva98] describes Spherical Harmonics DOMs
(SHDOMs) where the directional distribution of light within
every cell is stored as a spherical harmonics approximation.
Perez et al. [PPS97] refer to some early adoptions in computer graphics. Geist et al. [GRWS04] postulate a simple
photon transport model that describes a diffusion process to
compute light transport in participating media based on the
Lattice-Boltzmann method and derives a method similar to
the DOMs. Fattal [Fat09] describes an improvement of DOMs
to reduce light smearing and ray effects by propagating light
across the domain by solving the RTE along light rays with
similar directions of propagation. These rays are stored in
temporary two-dimensional Light Propagation Maps (LPMs),
which contain only a fraction of all possible propagation directions. By this, the traditional transport between adjacent
cells based on the discrete variables is avoided. Recently,
Kaplanyan and Dachsbacher [KD10] described a variant of
SHDOMs for realtime rendering in dynamic scenes. They use
reﬂective shadow maps [DS05] to sample directly lit surfaces
and initialize the simulation domain for computing indirect
illumination. Large scenes are handled using a cascade of
grids for the light transport simulation.

suming some of those components ﬁxed, signiﬁcant simpliﬁcations can be made. Furthermore, other simpliﬁcations are
made, such as distant lighting.
Relighting keeps the camera and geometry ﬁxed and allows
to change the lights and materials [JSN94, GH00, PVL∗ 05,
HPB06, RKKS∗ 07]. Originally, relighting enabled lighting
changes by computing a linear combination of prelit basis
images [JSN94]. The original idea of storing the required
information in a deep framebuffer was later presented by
Gershbein and Hanrahan [GH00] and further extended to
production scenes by Pellacini et al. [PVL∗ 05] and RaganKelley et al. [RKKS∗ 07]. While these approaches compute
direct light only, Hasan et al. [HPB06] consider direct-toindirect transfer. To this end, they cache the contribution of
the direct light arriving at a number of scene sample points to
every pixel. When the direct light is changed, the indirect light
can be updated interactively. However, the direct-to-indirect
matrix can be huge.
Pre-computed radiance transfer (PRT) methods originally
make the assumption that the scene’s geometry is ﬁxed (only
light and view can change) (Fig. 11). Under this assumption

Figure 11: Precomputed Radiance Transfer stores a compressed directional response function to an environment map
(orange line) on the surface.
parts of the light transport can be precomputed enabling realtime rendering of complex light transport effects (diffuse and
glossy shading, indirect illumination, caustics, subsurface
scattering, etc.).

3.8. Pre-computation

The ﬁrst PRT method proposed by Sloan et al. [SKS02] used
spherical harmonics (SH) to store the transfer function (comprising diffuse or Phong shading as well as visibility) and
the lighting function (environment maps). At run-time, it was
then only necessary to compute the dot product between the
coefﬁcient vector representing the transport and the coefﬁcient vector representing the lighting resulting in a very fast
algorithm. The resulting quality is directly related to the number of basis functions used. However, even a few spherical
harmonics basis functions yielded visually pleasing results
(overly smooth shadows). Kautz et al. [KSS02] extended the
work to allow for general BRDFs (using a 4D SH representation of each BRDF). Due to the required local rotation, the
method was not quite real-time at the time.

Ideally, in interactive GI, the scene elements (geometry, reﬂectance, light and view) can be changed freely. When as-

Many other basis have been explored in order to represent light transport in the PRT context. Non-linear wavelets
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were shown to work well (i. e., , interactively) for shadows and direct diffuse illumination [NRH03]. Unlike the
SH basis, only the wavelet basis functions with large coefﬁcients were retained yielding a non-linear basis, which in
turn made GPU implementations more difﬁcult. Real-time
rendering of glossy BRDFs with wavelet basis was proposed
by Liu et al. [LSSS04] and Wang et al. [WTL04, WTL06]
by using separable approximations for the BRDFs [KM99].
Ng et al. [NRH04] and Sun et al. [SR09] have extended triple
product integrals using basis functions to wavelets, thus also
enabling all-frequency PRT.
Furthermore, Gaussians [GKMD06, GKD07] and radial
basis functions [TS06] have also been used to represent
light transport, yielding good results. Tensor representations for the BRDF have led to precomputed transfer tensors [SZC∗ 07, SZS∗ 08], enabling relighting with dynamic
BRDFs as well as dynamic refractive objects. Piecewise constant functions have also been used as transport representation [XJF∗ 08]. Finally, meshless hierarchical basis functions
can be used [LZKF08], allowing to easily decouple the transport signal from the underlying vertex or texture resolution.
Light transport is often locally coherent in space, allowing for effective compression. Techniques include clustering [SHHS03], PCA [LK03], or, for instance, using a spectral
mesh basis [WZH07]. Further extensions of PRT to handle
normal maps [Slo06], subsurface scattering [WTL05], local
lighting [AKDS04], soft GI [SGNS07] and portals [YID∗ 09]
have been shown. One particular use case that ﬁt well in the
PRT framework is the editing of BRDFs for material design
with high quality interactive feedback [BAOR06,SZC∗ 07,CPWAP08]. Instead of storing the full radiance transfer, it is also
possible to store visibility only, and then use it to accelerate illumination. This was demonstrated for macro-geometry
[HDKS00], as well as full scenes [RGKM07, YIDN07]. This
is related to the many light approaches using cuts, e. g.,
[AUW07, CPWAP08].
The assumption of static geometry and static lighting, allows
to precompute incoming light at a location in space. Animated
characters can then be re-lit moving through space [GSHG98].
Similarly, ambient occlusion can be precomputed and stored
in discrete grids to cover individual objects [KL05] that can
undergo rigid transformations. Or more general, entire radiance transfer can be pre-computed for static objects that can
then undergo rigid deformations [Pan07].
If the degrees of freedom of a scene are known, they can
be sampled leading to a higher-dimensional pre-computed
transport. In this spirit, Ambient Occlusion (AO) was precomputed for character skinning [KA06a, KA06b], and even
the entire radiance transfer for deforming objects [SLS05].
If the transformations are rigid, then partial precomputation can be used to speed up rendering, for instance, coherent shadow maps [RGKM07, RGKS08] and triple product
wavelets [SR09]. It has been also shown that some fully

dynamic objects can be included in a PRT framework by
re-computing visibility on the ﬂy [KLA04].

3.9. Caching
Caching in the context of GI means to compute results
sparsely and interpolated in-between. Caching is mostly orthogonal to the particular GI method used and should be
compatible to many of the before mentioned approaches. Previously it was mainly used in combination with Monte Carlo
ray tracing however (Sec. 3.2).
In classic irradiance caching [WRC88, TPWG02], irradiance
is not computed for every pixel, but only for some pixels
according a criterion based on the average distance to other
surfaces. In irradiance volumes [GSHG98, NPG05], irradiance is sampled in a regular grid in space. An irregular version of irradiance volumes is the irradiance atlas [CB04].
Arikan et al. [AFO05] decompose GI in nearby effects and
distant effects and use different procedures for either one in
ofﬂine rendering. Similar ideas are used in interactive GI,
e. g., when combining screen space-illumination for nearby
and other approaches for far ﬁelds [KD10, REH∗ 11].

4. Phenomena
While the previous section listed known approaches to interactive GI and suggesting some strengths and weaknesses,
this section will list a range of important GI phenomena and
discuss the strengths and weaknesses of applying a certain
technique to a certain phenomenon.
Traditionally, early approaches to shading [Pho75] did account for missing indirect light using an ambient term.
There are several popular shading techniques that reproduce the appearance of particular GI effects such as soft
shadows [ESAW11] e. g., using percentage-closer soft shadows [Fer02] or the image-based modeling of (glossy) reﬂections e. g., by using pre-convolved environment maps [HS99].
This text will not detail such approaches, acknowledging their
importance in existing, contemporary interactive applications
such as games.
We will call all light paths of the from L{D|S}++ E, the
indirect light. The technical difﬁculties found when computing complex direct lighting are similar to those found
when dealing with indirect lighting. Therefore we will also
consider complex direct light as GI. We will however differentiate between single diffuse and glossy bounces, and
multiple bounces.
This section starts its exposition with Ambient occlusion
(Sec. 4.1), consider natural illumination (Sec. 4.2), single
bounces (Sec. 4.3), caustics (Sec. 4.4) and multiple bounces
(Sec. 4.5) in detail and ﬁnally discuss different forms of
scattering (Sec. 4.6).
c 2011 The Author(s)
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4.1. Ambient occlusion
The remarkable importance of occlusion as a visual cue was
ﬁrst described by Langer and Zucker [LZ94]. They found
that the human ability to understand shape from shading
combines common directional lighting and shadows, as well
as soft ambient lighting and ambient occlusion (AO) found
on a cloudy day.
Miller [Mil94] introduced accessibility shading that was modiﬁed by Zhukov et al. [ZIK98] to AO. Since AO is a viewindependent effect it can be pre-computed for static scenes
and ﬁnally be stored in textures or at vertices [PG04].
Bunnell [Bun05] computes AO in dynamic scenes using a
FE approach that approximates the surfaces as a hierarchy
of discs. AO is gathered at vertices or pixels in a fast GPU
multipole approach. The incorrect linear summation of visibility of different occluders can be improved with a multipass approach. Later, other proxies such as spheres were
used [SA07, CK10].
Rigidly transformed static objects can beneﬁt from a precomputation that stores AO in a discrete 3D grid [KL05,
MMAH07]. For character skinning, AO can be pre-computed
for all poses and blended [KA06a, KA06b].
Screen space methods [Mit07b, SA07, HJ07, BS08, FM08,
BS09, LS10, PMP10, SKUT∗ 10] are very popular to compute AO. Mittring [Mit07b] ﬁrst described the use of the
depth buffer to compute AO, as done in the game Crysis.
Shanmugam and Arikan [SA07] use a similar approach but
combine screen-space occlusion from nearby objects with
occlusion from spherical proxy geometry for far-ﬁeld occlusion. While some approaches simplify ambient occlusion to
count the number of blockers, horizon-based AO [BS08],
ﬁnds the horizon line, that allows to compute a more accurate occlusion. Volumetric approaches use a slightly different deﬁnition of AO, where occlusion is the ratio of
blocked and unblocked volume in a sphere around a sample [LS10, PMP10, SKUT∗ 10, RSKU∗ 10]. Doing so achieves
a more stable result which is less prone to several screenspace artifacts. Instead of gathering the occlusion from nearby
occluders, another option is to splat (Sec. 5.5) the occlusion
using a spherical proxy [SA07] or prismatic volumes extracted from triangles [McG10].
4.2. Natural illumination
The change of light with varying directions at a ﬁxed location
in space is called the light probe, or the distant lighting. In
several situations, it is a valid assumption that light does
not change over space, but only directionally. The distinct
variations in contrast and hue are called natural illumination
[Deb98, DLAW01]. Natural illumination can be captured
using a reﬂective sphere (light probe) and appropriate camera
equipment [Deb98] which is ﬁnally stored as ﬂoating point
HDR images.
c 2011 The Author(s)
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Given an HDR video camera, animated natural illumination is applied to a scene using many lights as proposed
by Havran et al. [HSK∗ 05]. They importance-sample the
environment map into a ﬁxed number of point lights and compute a shadow map for each. Diffuse and glossy light paths
L{S|D}E are demonstrated but glossiness is limited due to
the decomposition in individual lights. Furthermore, this allows a seamless integration of correctly-lit virtual objects in
real camera images, as shown in [GEM07, KTM∗ 10].
Alternatively, a lower number of shadow maps is used
by Annen et al. [ADM∗ 08]. However, instead of splitting
the environment map into point lights, it is decomposed
into area lights in a pre-process. Then, a fast soft shadowmethod is used to cast shadows from such area lights.
Dong et al. [DKTS07] perform this decomposition interactively, allowing for real-time changes of lighting. Only LDE
paths are demonstrated.
Ren et al. [RGW∗ 06] use proxy geometry to compute an approximate directional visibility function. Instead of expensive
SH multiplication, the log of SH coefﬁcients are summed and
only exponentiated in the end, arriving at visibility which can
then be combined with the material and light SH. Due to the
smoothness of the SH representation used, only L{D|S}E
paths with low gloss are possible.
Sloan et al. [SGNS07] use spherical proxy geometry that is
accumulated in screen space to efﬁciently cast shadows from
natural illumination. While their method both provides pleasant natural illumination and is elegant and fast, the results
inherently remain overly soft.
4.3. Single bounce
Single-bounce diffuse inter-reﬂections are paths of the form
LDDE, that is, light hits a diffuse surface and then another
diffuse surface before arriving at the eye. Because every interreﬂection is a convolution with the BRDF, it is also a low pass.
After several bounces, light has diffused and varies more and
more smoothly, which is exploited by many approaches.
As diffuse-only light paths are view-independent, they can
be pre-computed for static scenes e. g., using FE, MC or photon mapping and stored in vertices or textures. For dynamic
scenes, FE have been used [Bun05, DKTS07, DSDD07] to
simulate diffuse bounces in dynamic scenes. However, the
complexity of meshing and the inﬂexibility of linking limits
these approaches to moderately-sized scenes. Later, combinations of FE and MC in screen space [RGS09] and hierarchical
FE [NSW09, SHR10] were used to compute approximate solutions for large scenes. Instant radiosity [KH01] can display
diffuse bounces interactively, if the VPLs are distributed efﬁciently [DS05, LLK07, RGK∗ 08]. Sloan et al.’s [SGNS07]
proxy accumulation also allows for one soft bounce of indirect light, but without visibility. PRT [SHHS03] can reproduce well diffuse indirect lighting, due to its smooth nature.
Amongst the several restrictions of PRT, the one to distant
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lighting is the most problematic one: the most prominent
GI is achieved for local light sources, and can not be reproduced by distant light. Same as for direct light, indirect light
can be blocked and only illuminates the ﬁrst surface it hits
after being reﬂected. As a simpliﬁcation, this is sometimes
ignored [DS05], updated incrementally [LLK07] or approximated [RGK∗ 08]. Glossy indirect light of the form LDSE,
is often easier to integrate by using a glossy BRDF at the
ﬁnal receiver. With IR, individual VPLs can become visible
for high glossiness and material perception can change in an
undesired way [KFB10]. PRT [SHHS03] also supports glossy
transfer but usually blurs the result.
Bouncing light is perceptually important and its perception
starts to become more important in interactive applications
(Sec. 5.7). Gilchrist [Gil79] ﬁrst put GI in a perceptual context
when relating the perception of light to geometrical conﬁguration: “What shade of gray a surface appears is related to
the perceived distribution of light and shadow, which in turn
depends on the perceived spatial relation between the surface and its neighbors”. Later, Kersten and Hurlbert [KH96]
demonstrated, how discounting for the color of mutual illumination helps to disambiguate geometry. Langer [Lan99]
found a strong perceptual interplay between the cues provided
by (Lambertian) shading, shadows and (multiple) interreﬂections. Thompson et al. [TSS∗ 98] have shown how shadows
and interreﬂections can act as “visual glue” that makes objects
appear to be in contact with a ground plane. One of the conclusions made is, that the presence of cues is usually much
more important than their correct simulation. In theoretic
work, Chandraker et al. [CKK05] show, that even the (generalized) bas-relief ambiguity (inﬁnitely many Lambertian
surfaces illuminated by distant point lights result in the same
image [BKY99]) can be resolved using mutual illumination.
Some results indicate that low-level cues and simple image
statistics [FJB04] are important for material perception. In
conclusion, bounces are not “eye candy” but indeed contain
important additional information that is provably perceived
and exploited by the human visual system.

taken into account to appropriately ﬁlter the cameras. Caustic
light is assumed to be unshadowed.
For dynamic scenes, caustic mapping [IDN03, BO04,
EAMJ05], and its hierarchical [Wym08], and adaptive
[WN09] extensions were proposed. They do not consider
indirect visibility, i. e., caustics are never blocked.
A simpler form which can be approximately handled using non-Lambertian VPLs by IR are light paths of the form
LS{S|D}E, that is, light that is reﬂected once by a specular surface and then again by a specular or diffuse surface.
Same as for diffuse direct light, indirect light can be blocked
and only illuminates the ﬁrst surface it hits after being reﬂected. As a simpliﬁcation, this is sometimes ignored [DS06]
or approximated [RGK∗ 08].
Due to the complicated light path, splatting techniques
[WD06, DS06, KBW06, SKP07, YLY07, Wym08, WD08] are
especially useful to display caustics. Alternatively, photon
impacts can be counted directly in a photon texture [HQ07].
The use of gathering from many non-Lambertian VPLs is
inefﬁcient since most of them have a neglectable contribution.
Umenhoffer et al. [UPSK08] propose to replace photon mapping that maps points to hit locations by a mapping of triangles to surfaces. This successfully avoids several undersampling artifacts but requires the scene conﬁguration to be
simple, i. e., caustics are produced by single triangles that
then map to diffuse surfaces. Multiple caustics are not possible and visibility is ignored.
For dynamic height ﬁeld-like water surfaces that cast caustics
on a planar ground receiver closed solutions that allow for
efﬁcient GPU implementations exist [YK09].
PRT can reproduce all light paths including caustics. But
caustics are high-frequency effects and PRT acts as a lowpass ﬁlter, so only smooth caustics can be reproduced and
sharp discontinuities are not possible.
4.5. Multiple bounces

4.4. Caustics
Caustics are light paths of the form LSDE, that is, light is
ﬁrst bounced specular and then diffuse. In general, all light
paths with at least one specular segment followed by one
indirection (often diffuse), i. e., LD S{D|S}+ E are caustics.
Caustics are perceptually important when depicting ﬂuids or
glass.
Because the last bounce is diffuse, caustics are a viewindependent phenomenon, that can be pre-computed. It has a
complex light path, but still it’s view-independent.
In early work, Wand [Wan03] compute caustics by voxelizing
a reﬂector or refractor surface and interpreting every voxel
as a pinhole camera that projects lighting onto receivers. Notably, the local geometric structure, e. g., the curvature, is

Multiple diffuse bounces (LD++ E) are light paths of particular interest, e. g., in architectural visualization. Classic
radiosity can do them well, and so does (interactive) FE
[DKTS07, DSDD07]. Path tracing and Photon mapping are
also well-suited for multiple bounces. Instant radiosity also
supports multiple bounces of all forms. However, reﬂective
shadow maps only support the ﬁrst bounce [DS05]. Further
bounces become efﬁcient when using imperfect reﬂective
shadow maps [RGK∗ 08]. Many-lights approaches such as
light cuts [WFA∗ 05] are agnostic to the way the many lights
are produced and therefore support multiple bounces naturally.
More general light paths L{D|S}++ E are difﬁcult and rarely
addressed in interactive GI. FE approaches that support singlebounce glossy support are usually easy to extend to multiple
c 2011 The Author(s)
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glossy bounces, but at the expense of additional computation
for each bounce. Monte Carlo ray tracing per deﬁnition can
render all light paths, but with increasing complex lighting,
an impractical number of rays is needed. The more complex
the lighting gets, the more rays (threads) diverge and the
performance (on GPUs) drops. Approaches based on Photon
mapping can do multiple bounces well, but high-frequency
transport requires a high number of photons, ideally using
Progressive Photon Mapping [HJ10]. PRT supports multiple
glossy bounces only at the cost of longer precomputation. At
runtime, performance remains high, but results are blurred.
Many-lights approaches and PBGI are targeting ﬁnal gathering. Their use for in-between bounces has not yet been
described. Laurijssen et al. [LWDB10] propose a method to
handle multiple glossy bounces (indirect highlights) using
Gaussian lobes to represent directional transport.
4.6. Scattering
Light that is traveling through participating media (most GI
methods assume the surfaces to lie in vacuum) is scattered.
Simulating this process accurately is a complex problem, and
consequently there are methods focusing on special cases
such as single and multiple scattering, subsurface scattering
(SSS, usually referring to methods computing scattering light
within objects made of highly scattering material such as marble), or participating media (fog, haze, etc.) rendering with
homogeneous or non-homogeneous scattering parameters.
Subsurface scattering Participating media rendering is very
expensive and thus there exist a variety of methods that focus
on rendering (individual) translucent objects and simulating
the scattering in its interior. In principle, light impinging on
any surface location of the object can travel to any other location of the surface. Analogous to BRDFs, where interaction
involves only one surface point and two directions, this process can be characterized by the Bi-directional Scattering Reﬂectance Distribution Function (BSSRDF) [JMLH01]. Note
that the BSSRDF also depends on the geometry of the object
and the material (also in its interior) and thus, generally, cannot be speciﬁed object-independent. This is only possible for
special cases, e. g., for an inﬁnite plane and highly scattering
material the dipole-approximation can be used [JMLH01]. It
is frequently used in many interactive GI methods that render
objects of such materials, although their geometry violates
the dipole assumption.
Most methods render highly scattering materials. Jensen and
Buhler [JB02] compute incident radiance at randomly distributed samples across surfaces and integrate hierarchically
using the dipole model. Lensch et al. [LGB∗ 03] separate
the scattered light into a global part (long distance transport via precomputed vertex-to-vertex transfer) and a local part approximate by a ﬁlter kernel in a texture atlas.
Mertens et al. [MKB∗ 03a] formulate SSS as a boundary
element method similar to hierarchical radiosity and achieve
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interactive rendering. Dachsbacher and Stamminger [DS03]
observe that directly lit surfaces are captured in shadow
maps and store additional information (surface position, normal, etc.) in Translucent Shadow Maps (TSMs) such that
the dipole model can be evaluated. A hierarchical integration scheme using mip-maps enables real-time rendering of
translucent objects. The overhead for creating TSMs is negligible if shadow maps are rendered anyway, but the method is
not applicable to natural lighting (Sec. 4.2).
Approximations in screen space, i. e., the scene as seen from
the camera, have proven to be very efﬁcient yet yielding
plausible results. Mertens et al. [MKB∗ 03b] gather incident
light by importance sampling the BSSRDF in image space.
Jimenez et al. [JSG09] approximate SSS for skin rendering
by a screen-space diffusion approximation and validate their
results by psychophysical experiments. Several methods resort to texture atlases instead of screen space to ﬁrst compute
the incident light and subsequently apply image ﬁlters that
mimic SSS. These approaches sample all surfaces (visible to
the camera or not), but require a parameterization of the surface; often surfaces close in world space are distant in texture
space resulting in too dark renderings. D’Eon et al. [DLE07]
render SSS for human faces using a cascade of Gaussian
ﬁlters, which are ﬁtted to the dipole BSSRDF. Note that there
are several other methods and variants following these ideas
and mentioning all of them is beyond the scope of this survey.
Depending on the material properties, the single scattering
contribution can contribute signiﬁcantly to the appearance of
an object. Jensen et al. [JMLH01, JB02] compute single scattering separately using ray tracing. Walter et al. [WZHB09]
derive an efﬁcient technique for computing single scattering by computing light paths that connect points inside and
outside a medium, bounded by a triangle mesh.
PRT can also account for scattering [SKS02, WTL05] yet
with the typical limitations such as static geometry, often low
frequency transport and distant illumination.
Participating media Another class of methods deals with
the case that a scattering medium surrounds the objects in a
scene. Cerezo et al. [CPP∗ 05] provide an overview of noninteractive methods which deserves a survey on its own and is
beyond the scope of this article. As these media are often not
very dense and the single scattering contribution dominates,
many interactive methods focus on this phenomenon.
Several approaches are based on shadow volumes to determine regions of illuminated and shadowed space in front
of visible surfaces and thus compute light scattered towards
the viewer. To this end, shadow volume polygons must be
sorted back-to-front causing additional sorting cost [Max86,
BAM06, Mec01, Jam03]. Gautron et al. [GMF09] compute
light cones (instead of shadow volumes), and the intersection
of an eye ray and a cone determines the length of the eye
path through the light. Wyman and Ramsey [WR08] render
inscattering from textured spot lights using ray marching
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also using shadow volumes. They also use naïve image space
sub-sampling to reduce the number of rays. Tóth and Umenhoffer [TU09] propose to use interleaved sampling in screen
space, computing the inscattered light using ray marching and
shadow mapping. Dobashi et al. [DYN02], Mitchell [Mit04],
and Imagire et al. [IJTN07] use slicing techniques, known
from volume rendering, to render volumetric shadows by rendering quads parallel to the image plane at varying distances
from the eye. These slices are accumulated back-to-front
using blending, while the shadows on each slice are computed using shadow mapping. Also simple post-processing
techniques [Mit07a, Sou08], have been used to mimic the
effects. Although very fast, these approaches suffer from inherent limitations including non-textured lights and false light
shafts.
Max [Max86] computes single-scattering by intersecting shadow volumes with epipolar slices. Similarly, Billeter et al. [BSA10] generate shadow volumes from shadow
maps and use the GPU rasterizer to compute the lit segments. This yields fast rendering for low-resolution shadow
maps, but does not scale well with complex scenes requiring high-resolution shadow maps to capture details.
Epipolar geometry is also used by Engelhardt and Dachsbacher [ED10] who speed up ray marching by detecting
and sampling depth discontinuities along epipolar lines in
screen space. Baran et al. [BCRK∗ 10] use partial sum trees
in epipolar coordinate systems for computing the scattering integrals in a single-scattering homogeneous medium.
Chen et al. [CBDJ11] extend this work such that a GPUfriendly computation based on min-max mip-maps can be
used. Note that for homogeneous media closed-form solutions exist if volumetric shadows are neglected, e. g.,
see [SRNN05, PSP09, PSP10, PSS11].
Visually interesting and challenging effects due to scattering are volume caustics. Hu et al. [HDI∗ 10] create volumetric caustics by rendering large numbers of light rays
as lines. Krüger et al. [KBW06] trace photons via layered depth images and accumulate their contributions in
screen space to render surface caustics and light shafts.
Liktor and Dachsbacher [LD10, LD11] extend the work of
Ernst et al. [EAMJ05] and describe a GPU-friendly beam tracing variant enabling high-quality volumetric caustics in realtime. A more generic approach is Eikonal rendering [IZT∗ 07],
where light wavefronts are tracked over time in a precomputation step. It can account for complex material properties, such as arbitrarily varying refraction index, inhomogeneous attenuation, as well as spatially-varying anisotropic
scattering and reﬂectance properties. Also requiring preprocessing, Cao et al. [CRGZ10] render non-constant, refractive media using the ray equations of gradient-index optics.
Sun et al. [SZS∗ 08] convert surfaces to volumetric data, and
trace the curved paths of photons as they travel through the
volume. Their method enables interactive rendering of static
geometry rendering on contemporary GPUs.

5. Strategies
This section will summarize several key strategies that are
found to have worked well when computing interactive GI:
Rasterization (Sec. 5.1), Screen space (Sec. 5.3), Surfels,
Hierarchies and Clusters (Sec. 5.4), Splatting (Sec. 5.5), Upsampling (Sec. 5.6) and accounting for human perception
(Sec. 5.7).

5.1. Rasterization
GPUs are extremely efﬁcient in rasterizing a high number
of polygons, potentially involving complex deformation, tessellation and material maps into frame buffers, such as the
one for the primary view or different forms of shadow maps.
Therefore, many interactive GI applications make use of rasterization.
Most interactive GI applications are based on deferred shading [ST90], i. e., ﬁrst a buffer with positions, normals and
shading attributes such as diffuse colors is ﬁlled. Based on
the combination of this buffer and other such buffers, GI is
computed. Another useful buffer results from rendering the
scene from the direct light’s point of view into a reﬂective
shadow map [DS05].
Alternatively, rasterizations based on points, such as in imperfect shadow maps [RGK∗ 08, REH∗ 11] can be used. Points
are extremely efﬁcient to rasterize, especially if only a low
resolution is required. Also the photon emission [ML09] and
tracing phase [YWC∗ 10] which were traditionally based on
ray tracing can be replaced by rasterization. Other, more
involved forms of rasterization include hemispherical rasterization [KLA04] or voxelization [ED08]. Voxelization can
be used to compute AO [RBA09] or full GI [THGM11]. For
very low image resolutions, such as in PBGI, specialized
rasterization is required [REG∗ 09].
Matrix-column-row sampling [HPB07] puts a many-lights
approach in the context of efﬁcient rasterization. They replace
the general ray-scene intersections by computation of light
(row) and shadow maps (columns) that can be rasterized
efﬁciently.
The alternative to ﬁnding ﬁrst hits using rasterization is ray
tracing, where modern GPU ray tracers [ZHWG08, AL09,
AK10] are able to cast more than 100 M rays per second.
Niessner and colleagues [NSS10] combine rasterization and
ray tracing the other way around. First they ﬁrst rasterize
the scene into a layered depth image (LDI) that stores for
every pixels not just the position, normal and color of the
ﬁrst visible surface element, but the same information for
all other surfaces behind. Second, Monte Carlo ray queries
are approximated by traversing the LDI allowing for diffuse
and moderately glossy one-bounce transport. Their implementation does not support dynamic scenes, because the LDI
generation is implemented using depth peeling.
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5.2. Importance sampling
Importance sampling is a classic approach to accelerate
Monte Carlo ray tracing. To this end, the rendering function is evaluated more ﬁnely where its value is high and more
coarsely where it is low. The difﬁculty is, that the rendering
function’s values are not known beforehand and can only be
guessed or bound.
For distant illumination, Structured Importance Sampling
[ARBJ03] was proposed as an ofﬂine technique, but later
also used in interactive methods [HSK∗ 05]. For unstructured
light (point lights) Wang and Akerlund [WA09] propose an
approach to perform bi-directional importance sampling, i. e.,
sampling visibility with a distribution of rays proportional to
the product of incoming light and BRDF.
Finding VPLs that all have an equal contribution to the ﬁnal
image is importance sampling as well. When selecting the
pixels from a reﬂective shadow map [DS05] to convert into
VPLs, importance sampling is used [RGK∗ 08]. Similar ideas
use bi-directional importance based on ray tracing [SIMP06a,
SIP07] and reﬂective shadow maps [REH∗ 11]. Decomposing
environment maps into area lights with equal energy is such
an approach, e. g., like Annen et al. [ADM∗ 08].
5.3. Screen-space
Instead of using the original polygonal geometry for computing the light transport, a deep framebuffer can be used.
This buffer contains all the information that we require for
each pixel: position, normal and material. This allows a
coarse reconstruction of the surrounding geometry around a
pixel, independent of the number of polygons. First, this was
used to compute real-time ambient occlusion for dynamic
scenes [BS08, BS09, PMP10, SKUT∗ 10, LS10]. Later, additional GI [SGNS07, RGS09, NW09, NSW09, NPW10] effects
were simulated in image space: directional occlusion and indirect light. Finally, also subsurface scattering was computed
in screen space [MKB∗ 03b, JSG09].
5.4. Surfels, Hierarchies and Clusters
While classic approaches to GI were based on using the
input triangle meshes as their computation domain, points or
surfels play an increasingly important role. Surfels were used
as senders, such as in photon mapping [Jen96], or instant
radiosity [KH01], as receivers [Bun05, LZKF08, RGK∗ 08] or
both [Chr08, REG∗ 09]. Notably, the aforementioned screen
space is a surfel cloud as well. It has the drawback of being
incomplete due to clipping and occlusion, but the plus of
being very easy and efﬁcient to generate.
Instead of computing all the information at a single level, inspired by classic hierarchical radiosity [HSA91] and the sublinear solution to n-body-problems, many current approaches
use several resolutions of surface representation organized in
a hierarchy.
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A disk hierarchy is used by Bunnell [Bun05], Christensen [Chr08] and Ritschel et al. [REG∗ 09]. Anti-radiance
[DSDD07], as well as implicit visibility [DKTS07] use a
pre-computed hierarchy of links. This restriction of the latter
was removed by Meyer et al. [MESD09]. Imperfect shadow
maps [RGK∗ 08] and micro-rendering [RGS09] sample the
surface into disks and assume coherency and area-preserving
deformations. This limitation of Imperfect Shadow maps has
recently been resolved [REH∗ 11] by adaptively sampling the
scene surface into disks where they are required most.
Points as simple primitives are well suited for clustering.
Clustering considers proxy elements as placeholders for all
individual elements in a group of elements. Such a grouping
forms a cut in a tree: Elements in the cut are placeholders, everything above is too coarse to give a sufﬁcient approximation, everything below is ﬁner than required. Lightcuts [WFA∗ 05] introduced this notion to GI, which was later
applied to PRT [AUW07] and VPLs [DGR∗ 09] cluster. Different from ﬁnding cuts in light, cuts in the geometry are
found in PBGI [Chr08, REG∗ 09, HREB11], but using similar
computations.
5.5. Splatting
Instead of ﬁnding all sender elements that contribute to a
receiver, it can be useful to rewrite this process into splatting.
To do so, every element has to bound its spatial region of
inﬂuence, that is, it must be able to efﬁciently enumerate all
pixels it will contribute to. This can be done, for example,
by drawing a bounding area such as a quad or a bounding
volume such as a box or sphere. Doing so avoids building a
k-d tree and the n nearest neighbor-queries required by the
original method.
For FE, splatting was ﬁrst used by Stürzlinger and Bastos [SB97] and later for photon mapping [LP03, ML09,
YWC∗ 10], radiance caches [GKBP05], VPLs [DS06], occlusion [SA07, McG10] as well as for basis functions in
FE [DSDD07] and PRT [LZKF08].
One drawback of splatting is that it does not follow the currently preferred “gather” memory access pattern and requires
blending, i. e., atomic operations and causes potential bank
conﬂicts [KD10] on some GPUs. Also, the contribution has
to be a simple summation, which is not always the case e. g.,
for occlusion [SA07, SGNS07, McG10].
5.6. Upsampling
Computing costly lighting solutions coarsely in space and
then reconstructing it at a higher resolution is called upsampling. For interactive GI, such an approach is useful, as it
allows to save computation time while preserving quality and
commonly used. Upsampling can be roughly classiﬁed into
edge-aware smoothing, multi-resolution, bilateral upsampling
and interleaved sampling. In practice, only the indirect light
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is upsampled, and, whenever possible, post-multiplication
of diffuse color (e. g., textures) [LLK07] or geometric terms
(e. g., bump maps) [SW09] is used.
Edge-aware smoothing In early work, McCool [McC99]
reduced the noise in images generated using Monte Carlo ray
tracing using blurring based on anisotropic diffusion guided
by normals and positions. Later, Kontkanen et al. [KRK04]
demonstrated how ﬁltering irradiance (i. e., before multiplying with the reﬂectance) outperforms smoothing of radiance.
Using GPUs, both upsampling and interleaved sampling
can be combined with edge-aware ﬁltering [SIMP06b]. In
practice, the separable approximation to bilateral ﬁltering is
used [PvV05]. An interesting alternative is based on wavelet
decomposition and edge-aware recombination, the so called
“Á trous” algorithm [DSHL10]. Bauszat et al. [BEM11] address upsampling in the context of interactive ray tracing,
which allows to send new rays if required.
Multi-resolution The classic approach [WRC88] is to compute indirect illumination only for some pixels. The original
approach simply proceeds in scan line order and re-computes
GI only for each pixel that deviates too much from the last
GI result computed. Newer approaches are based on mipmaps and stencil buffers [NPW10] or clustering [WWZ∗ 09],
some include the radiance signal itself [MW11] and some not.
Yang et al. [YSL08] propose a hierarchical framebuffer that
could also be used to compute GI. Multi-resolution is not the
best solution for low-quality / high-speed GPU approaches,
but best ﬁts medium-to-high quality. This is because the irregular and adaptive structure requires more irregular code and
data-access, which does not ﬁt to the GPU. So some speed
is won by adaptivity and some speed is lost by the lower
suitability for GPUs.
Bilateral upsampling The idea of joint upsampling was ﬁrst
proposed in the context of image processing [KCLU07]. Instead of using a smooth reconstruction ﬁlter to re-sample a
low-resolution solution to a high-resolution solution, an edge
aware kernel [TM99] is used to avoid blurring across edges.
Note, that this process is not aiming to remove noise from the
low-resolution solution, but only to upsample a piecewisesmooth signal.
Interleaved sampling [KH01] is an approach that repeats
a suitable sampling pattern when estimating an integral using Monte Carlo (MC) estimation. It combines strengths of
regular sampling (low noise) with the accuracy of taking a
high number of samples (low bias). In practice, instead of
computing a MC solution using a high number of samples
for every pixel, different sampling patterns are used in every
pixel, but the sampling pattern is repeated. In combination
with VPLs [SIMP06b, LLK07, RGK∗ 08] interleaved sampling means to evaluate only a subset (e. g., one order of
magnitude less) of all VPLs for every pixel.

5.7. Perception
In many cases, interactive GI has to be perceptually plausible without achieving physical accuracy. To this end, a more
advanced understanding of human perception can be useful. This was shown in a study [YCK∗ 09], where imperfect
visibility was used in indirect light computation. The effect
of GI approximations on material appearance is analyzed
by Křivánek et al. [KFB10]. Sundstedt et al. [SGA∗ 07] and
Jimenez et al. [JSG09] study the perceptual rendering of volumetric light and skin. While, as listed here and in Sec. 4.3,
there is research to understand perception of diffuse bounces,
the perception of more general indirect light transport is not
yet explored.
6. Conclusion
We conclude this report by comparing a, hopefully representative, selection of interactive GI techniques with respect
to performance, quality, ﬂexibility and scalability. We also
list open problems for interactive GI methods which are not
solved satisfyingly, and obviously not easy to solve at all.
6.1. Comparison
In Table 1 we show a selection of interactive GI algorithms
for our comparison. We focused on those techniques that
seem promising to us, or those that are a basis for current
and future work, which can be seen from recent citations.
The following criteria have been used to rate each technique
giving more (better) or less (worse) stars for every sub-score.
All ratings are absolute, i. e., if two techniques run at 100 fps
they achieve the same scores for speed, not matter which light
transport phenomena they account for.
Please note that ratings regarding quality, support for dynamic scenes etc., can only be subjective. The main purpose
was to compare the strengths and weaknesses of each individual algorithm and what improvement which technique
made. The rating has been done by all authors of this paper
individually and averaged afterwards. Also note that even
the seemingly simple scoring for speed is not trivial as our
comparison includes works published within one decade and
not all methods are available for benchmarking on current
hardware.
Speed This score represents the (estimated) absolute performance of a method on current hardware. Slow(er) methods
in this overview render images in the order of seconds, the
fastest ones at 100 Hz or more.
Quality This score represents a measure for the absolute
quality of the method laying weight on the absence of artifacts, and to a lesser degree on a comparison to reference
solution. That is, emphasis is given to perceptual plausibility, not necessarily physical correctness, and e. g., ﬂickering
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is considered to be more problematic than a lack of energy
preservation.
Dynamics Important for any interactive method is how static
or dynamic the environment is. This score roughly classiﬁes
the methods according to static scenes; dynamic lights, camera, and materials; rigid transformations; deformable geometry; and lastly fully dynamic scenes. The score can thus be
seen as an indication how many of these aspects or parameters
can be changed at runtime.
Scalability This score is high if a method can retain its speed
and quality with increasing complexity of geometry, light or
materials as well as increasing image resolution.
GPU This score reﬂects, how well the approach maps to
GPUs. We believe that it is important with regard to future
hardware that ﬁne-grained parallelism can be exploited. It
also considers that on such hardware gathering operations are
preferred over scattering, more computation is preferred over
bandwidth, and memory and code coherency is important.
Implementation Lastly, this score tries to assess how complicated or costly it is to re-implement a method. That is, this
score is inﬂuenced by the amount and complexity of code
(not the theory behind the method), the usage of common
data structures and the reusability of libraries.

6.2. Open problems
Although there is a lot of research in GI over the last 30 years,
there are still many open problems.
Scalability to large scenes Most current GI methods allow
interactive to real-time framerates for small- to medium sized
scenes. Typical tests scenes that can be found in many papers
are the Cornell box, Sponza, Sibenik, and other similar scenes.
Future work will have to focus on handling larger scenes, also
accounting for out-of-core methods that are widely used to
(non-GI) rendering. Screen-space methods are independent
of the actual geometric complexity, but obviously they only
account for the acquired, limited information and thus deliver
incomplete results.
Filtering Many methods rely on ﬁltering in image space to
reduce the computation cost and basically to hide (small)
artifacts or noise. The downside of this is that small details
in the illumination can typically not be displayed. This is
not a problem for low-frequency diffuse illumination, but
becomes more important when glossy materials and highfrequency illumination is used. Applying ﬁlters to the image
signal results in smeared reﬂections and effectively changes
the BRDF. It is thus important to improve ﬁltering techniques
beyond those operating on screen space information only.
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Temporal coherence is one of the main problems in dynamic scenes. Since many methods are built on approximations, a small modiﬁcation in the scene, like an object
movement, can result in large changes in the approximated
illumination. While this is not a problem for still images, a
disturbing ﬂickering can appear in animated scenes. Many
current methods use ﬁltering in image/object space or in the
time domain to hide these artifacts.
Glossy bounces Recent methods often compute only the
ﬁrst indirect bounce (from the camera) and restrict the rest of
the computation to diffuse interreﬂections. The reasoning is
simple: diffuse illumination results in low-frequency indirect
lighting (especially with multiple bounces), while glossy reﬂections can results in high energy light bundles. Thus, we
believe that interactive GI supported multiple bounces with
arbitrary BRDFs is a challenging topic for future work. A ﬁrst
step in this direction is made by Laurijssen et al. [LWDB10],
where Gaussian lobes are used to represent directional transport with more than one glossy bounce (indirect highlights).
Volumes When participating media are included in the computation, then the single scattering assumption is often made
to simplify the computation and enable interactive framerates.
Recently, the ﬁrst solutions for interactive multiple scattering
in volumes have been presented, opening up new perspectives
and a new research topic.
Complex lights Many of the mentioned methods assume the
direct illumination to stem from point or spot lights, e. g., to
sample the directly lit surfaces using reﬂective shadow maps.
The obvious goal is to provide uniﬁed support for all types of
light sources in interactive GI methods, to obviate combining
several different techniques. Sampling the light surface into
VPLs only is a partial solution to this issue.
Parameter tweaking The possibly most important aspect is
that most of the interactive GI methods typically require a lot
of parameter adjustment to determine the correct settings for
a given scene. Otherwise they often suffer from disturbing
artifacts or suboptimal performance. At present, this tweaking is performed manually, there are usually no means to
determine good parameters automatically.
This outlook concludes our attempt to summarize, classify,
and weigh the works of an incredibly active research area of
the past decades. Apparently, computer graphics research led
to a point where stunningly plausible renderings of global
illumination effects can be rendered in real-time. However,
as the open problems indicate, none of these methods is the
ultimate solution yet. We are optimistic that research will go
on and please us with even more overwhelming results in the
future.
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Table 1: Comparison between different methods (Please see the text in Sec. 6.1)
Class / Method
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Quality
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GPU
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Instant Radiosity
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Dachsbacher and Stamminger
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Laine et al.
Ritschel et al.
Dong et al.
Novak et al.
Ritschel et al.
Holländer et al.

[Kel97]
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Hašan et al.
Hašan et al.
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Finite Elements (Surface)
Coombe et al.
Bunnell et al.
Dong et al.
Dachsbacher et al.
Meyer et al.
Finite Elements (Screen space)
Ritschel et al.
Nichols et al.
Soler et al.
Finite Elements (Voxel)
Thiedemann et al.
Monte Carlo
Wald et al.
Novak et al.
van Antwerpen
Niessner et al.
Photon Mapping
Ma and McCool
Dmitriev et al.
Purcell et al.
Krüger et al.
Zhou et al.
Wang et al.
McGuire et al.
Fabianowski and Dingliana
Yao et al.
Hachisuka and Jensen
Photon Mapping (Eikonal)
Ihrke et al.
Sun et al.
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Ng et al.
Ng et al.
Annen et al.
Liu et al.
Wang et al.
Sloan
Tsai and Shih
Green et al.
Green et al.
Akerlund et al.
Sun and Ramamoorthi
Xu et al.
Lehtinen et al.
Sun et al.
PRT (Visibility)
Ritschel et al.
Ritschel et al.
PRT (Irradiance)
Greger et al.
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Kontkanen and Laine
Kontkanen and Aila
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